
TALKING ABOUT RACE 

This program is sponsored by the National Museum of African American 
History and Culture which is a part of the Smithsonian Institution.  It provides 
comprehensive education and learning opportunities for parents and 
caregivers, educators, and people committed to equity. Click here for more.   
 

VEGGIETALES CREATOR PHIL VISCHER CLEARLY EXPLAINS 
SYSTEMIC RACISM, MOSTLY FOR A WHITE AUDIENCE SEEKING TO 
UNDERSTAND 

This short succinct video gives an excellent overview of systemic racism in the 
U.S. Click here for more. 

 

HOLY POST - RACE IN AMERICA - PART 2 

I got a lot of follow-up questions after my last video about race, so I'm 
answering the four that came up the most: 1. "What about family breakdown 
and fatherlessness?", 2. "What about the welfare system?", 3. "Why do you 
say WE did this??". 4. And finally... "Okay, I CARE. But what can I DO?", So 
buckle up, friends! It's a bit long, but it's WORTH it! Click here for more. 
 

FINDING MYSELF IN THE STORY OF RACE | DEBBY IRVING | TEDX 
FENWAY 

This talk is designed to be a 101 for white people about what white privilege 
and institutional racism are and how they can become part of what a white 
person thinks, believes and, subsequently, says or does. Click here for 
more. 
 

BRENÉ WITH IBRAM X. KENDI ON HOW TO BE AN ANTIRACIST | 
BRENÉ BROWN 

In an "Unlocking Us" episode, Brene Brown speaks with professor Ibram X. 
Kendi, New York Times bestselling author of How to Be an Antiracist and the 
Director of the Antiracist Research and Policy Center at American University. 
They talk about racial disparities, policy, and equality, but really focus on How 
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to Be an Antiracist, which is a groundbreaking approach to understanding 
uprooting racism and inequality in our society and in ourselves. Click here for 
more. 
 

SYSTEMIC RACISM EXPLAINED 

Born out of a social media post, the Black Lives Matter movement has 
sparked discussion about race and inequality across the world. In this spirited 
conversation with Mia Birdsong, the movement's three founders share what 
they've learned about leadership and what provides them with hope and 
inspiration in the face of painful realities. Their advice on how to participate in 
ensuring freedom for everybody: join something, start something and 
"sharpen each other, so that we all can rise." Click here for more. 
 

WHY SAYING "ALL LIVES MATTER" IS A PROBLEM 

This article discusses the genesis of the slogan "Black Lives Matter" and what 
if means when it is used in today's world. Click here for more. 
 

THE HORRIFIC SAND CREEK MASSACRE WILL BE FORGOTTEN NO 
MORE 

The opening of a national historic site in Colorado helps restore to public 
memory one of the worst atrocities ever perpetrated on Native 
Americans. Click here for more. 
 

ALICIA GARZA, PATRISSE CULLORS AND OPAL TOMETI: AN 
INTERVIEW WITH THE FOUNDERS OF BLACK LIVES MATTER 

Born out of a social media post, the Black Lives Matter movement has 
sparked discussion about race and inequality across the world. In this spirited 
conversation with Mia Birdsong, the movement's three founders share what 
they've learned about leadership and what provides them with hope and 
inspiration in the face of painful realities. Their advice on how to participate in 
ensuring freedom for everybody: join something, start something and 
"sharpen each other, so that we all can rise." Click here for more. 
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BARATUNDE THURSTON: HOW TO DECONSTRUCT RACISM, ONE 
HEADLINE AT A TIME 
Baratunde Thurston explores the phenomenon of white Americans calling the police on black 
Americans who have committed the crimes of ... eating, walking or generally "living while black." In this 
profound, thought-provoking, and often hilarious talk, he reveals the power of language to change 
stories of trauma into stories of healing -- while challenging us all to level up. Click here for more. 

 

REV. DR. OTIS MOSS III | THE CROSS AND THE LYNCHING TREE: A 
REQUIEM FOR AHMAUD ARBERY 
Pastor Moss delivers a sermon for a time such as this as he delivers a sermonic movie, 
preaching a requiem for Ahmaud Arbery - "A young man just shy of his 26th birthday stepped 
out into the sun and ran for the final time upon this earth . . . Click here for more.   

 

UNCOMFORTABLE CONVERSATIONS WITH A BLACK MAN 

Emmanuel Acho started this video series to create a safe place to have 
uncomfortable conversations about race that many white people have never 
been able to have. Please scroll down the page to see all of his videos thus 
far. Click here for more. 
 

TRAIL OF TEARS 

Did you know? Indian removal took place in the Northern states as well. In 
Illinois and Wisconsin, for example, the bloody Black Hawk War in 1832 
opened to white settlement millions of acres of land that had belonged to the 
Sauk, Fox and other native nations. Click here for more. 
 

HISTORY OF ANTI-ASIAN RACISM IN THE UNITED STATES 

This article provides a succinct history of Anti-Asian Racism in the United 
States. Click here for more. 
 

HOW TO STOP ANTI-ASIAN RACISM IN AMERICA | SALESFORCE 

Salesforce.com invited a group of panelists to discuss the history of anti-Asian 
racism in the U.S. and possible solutions. Guests include Gary Locke, former 
governor of Washington State, the former secretary of commerce, and the 
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former ambassador to China, and Dr. Russell Jeung, university professor and 
co-founder of Stop AAPI Hate, a nonprofit gathering data on anti-Asian racist 
incidents. They’re joined by Dion Lim, Emmy award-winning anchor and 
reporter at KGO-TV, ABC7 News, and Rise founder Amanda Nguyen, who is 
also a Nobel Prize nominee, social entrepreneur, and civil rights activist. Click 
here for more. 
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